
ABOUT ENDLESS FRONTIER LABS
The Endless Frontier Labs is dedicated to advancing human 
welfare through science and technology-based 
entrepreneurship.

Founded at New York University’s Stern School of Business, 
Endless Frontier Labs helps startups scale through a 
nine-month performance-based mentoring process. Endless 
Frontier Labs is open to early-stage science and technology 
startups looking to raise a seed or Series-A round over the 
course of the program. The program is suitable for founders 
from around the world seeking connections to the thriving 
New York startup ecosystem or U.S. markets.

Founders are not required to have a New York University 
affiliation and do not have to relocate to New York. The 
program is completely free for participating founders and 
does not take any equity in startups.

Transforming 
Breakthrough Science 
into High-Growth 
Businesses.

Mentorship from elite business leaders
Business leaders, serial entrepreneurs, 
and seasoned executives will help craft 
your company’s strategy through 
time-bound, performance-based goals 
and provide connections to resources 
required to scale your business.

Access to leading VCs and investors
Investment mentors will guide you 
towards successfully raising capital, 
make connections with New York’s 
investment community, and may even 
invest in your startup.

Technical guidance from leading 
scientists 
World-class scientists and researchers 
will help you strengthen your 
technological moat.

Business development support from 
Stern MBAs
Advanced MBA students from NYU’s 
top-ranked Stern School of Business and 
the EFL team will keep you on track to 
accomplishing your goals by providing 
day-to-day business development and 
execution assistance.

Services from corporate partners
EFL’s corporate partners provide many 
hours and hundreds of thousands of 
dollars worth of in-kind legal, financial, 
and technological services.

DELIVERING ON OUR MISSION

47 Alumni startups across 
Life Sciences and Deep 

Tech tracks

100+ business and 
scientific mentors

82 NYU-Stern MBA EFL 
program graduates 

 $70M seed capital 
raised by 34 startups 

(in 2 years)

Helped commercialize cutting edge 
science ranging CRISPR, ML, IoT, HPC 

and blockchain-based technologies



Visit endlessfrontierlabs.com for more information or email us at 
info@endlessfrontierlabs.com to schedule a call with a member of our team. 

TRACKS
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LIFE SCIENCES
Our Life Sciences track is focused on 
startups tackling complex problems in 
biology, chemistry or healthcare through 
paradigm-shifting discoveries. These 
technologies fall into categories like 
therapeutics, drug discovery, medical 
devices, and other health-focused 
inventions.

DEEP TECH
Our Deep Tech track admits startups 
seeking to commercialize breakthrough 
ideas based on information and physical 
technologies such as AI, advanced 
manufacturing, Internet of Things, big 
data, materials, enterprise, SaaS, and 
blockchain.

Both tracks are suitable for companies planning to raise a pre-seed, seed and Series A round.

CORPORATE PARTNERS

MENTORS
Endless Frontier Labs’ mentors are elite 
business leaders, investors, and scientists 
drawn from New York’s thriving business and 
academic institutions and beyond. Most 
mentors support a specific track—Deep Tech or 
Life Sciences. Our Chief Mentors include those 
who have founded or lead multibillion-dollar 
companies and commit substantial time to 
provide you the best advice and connections 
that maximize your chances to succeed.

William O’Farrell
Co-Founder and Former CEO, 
Body Labs, SpeechWorks (EFL 
Deep Tech Chief Mentor)

I haven’t been in an environment 
where you’re bringing together such 
high-quality operators, seed funders, 

and scientists regularly to advise 
startups. It’s a powerful mix - there 
are some really smart people in that 

crowd.”

”

What drew us to EFL was its unique 
structure. It is a no-cash and 

no-equity program, but offers access 
to very valuable mentors and 

potential investors. The value the 
program offers is very tangible for 

B2B companies like ours.”

”

Laura Kornhauser
Co-Founder and CEO, Stratyfy
(EFL 2020 Deep Tech graduate)

The EFL is like a highly prestigious and 
customized graduate school for 
entrepreneurs.  A large part of this is 
because of the incredibly accomplished 
and smart mentors.”

”

John Slattery
Founder and CEO, BioRosa
(EFL 2020 Life Sciences graduate)

APPLICATIONS 
FOR 2021-2022
WILL OPEN IN 

MAY 2021


